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Features

Benefits

Seat mechanism
> “Similar” mechanism with patented quick adjustment feature;
optional seat tilt adjustment (4°)

> Using one hand, you can immediately adjust the tension to suit your weight;

Backrest
> Backrest with double membrane covering in new,
patented fabric (Wovenit), a special fibre with memory effect

> Double membrane ensures perfect distribution of pressure when you lean

> The backrest is ergonomically shaped with integrated lumbar support

the mechanism is easy and intuitive to use

back. It is tactile, easy to clean and maintain with optimum support from
the elasticity of the memory effect of the material
> The forward curvature for lumbar support is always in the right position

(70 mm height adjustment)
Seat
> Anatomically formed with smoothly rounded front edge

> Always a correct sitting posture and a secure support; no unconscious

> Height adjustment with mechanical depth springing

> Full absorption of body weight even in the lowest sitting position;

> Depth adjustment (60 mm adjustment range)

> The correct sitting position for tall and small users alike

Armrests
> Height-adjustable;
3D adjustable (height/depth/width)

> Optimal support for the forearms;

sliding forward; rounded front edge to prevent constriction of blood flow
no jarring of the spinal column

4 netwin

helps prevent tension in the shoulder and arm muscles

Characteristics

netwin

With netwin, everything sits well – the design, the finish,
the ergonomics. And all for a price which will make your
transition to Sedus quality seating smoother. Visually and
functionally netwin fits in equally well into any surroundings:
with the breathable backrest membrane available in seven
different colours and three variations on the model, designing
any space is a breeze – and customizing netwin for multi-user
workstations is just as easy.

netwin product family
Task chairs, 4-leg and cantilever models
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Features

Benefits

Seat mechanism
> ”Similar” mechanism with patented quick adjustment feature;
optional seat tilt adjustment (4°)

> Using one hand, you can adjust the mechanism on the spot to suit your

Backrest
> Perfectly shaped backrest with adaptable slat structure;
comfortable upholstery with streamline silhouette, precise cut and
stitching; integrated lumbar support (80 mm height adjustable),
can be set easily by user

weight; the new setting can be felt straight away
> The slat structure guarantees optimal pressure distribution when you lean

back, outstanding support and good sitting comfort.
Tangible first-class workmanship creates a further sense of wellbeing;
curvature of the lumbar support is always in the correct position

Seat
> Anatomically formed with smoothly rounded front edge

> Always a correct sitting posture and a secure support; no unconscious

> Height adjustment with mechanical depth springing

> Full impact absorption of body weight even in the lowest sitting position;

> Depth adjustment (60 mm adjustment range)

> Excellent sitting comfort whatever your height

Armrests
> Height adjustable;
3D adjustable (height/depth/width)

> Optimal support for the forearms;

sliding forward; rounded front edge to prevent constriction of blood flow
no jarring of the spinal column

6 match

helps prevent tension in the shoulder and arm muscles

Characteristics

match

Sedus match stands for quality and performance at a great price.
The streamline silhouette gives Sedus match its unmistakable
character. The perfectly shaped backrest with its adaptable slat
structure, its gentle flexibility and the generous upholstered
seat ensure outstanding sitting comfort. The large selection of
fabrics and the option of a non-upholstered backrest further
enhance the design diversity. Thanks to the patented quick
adjustment feature, the backrest pressure can be reliably adapted
to the user’s weight with just one hand movement – ideal for
multi-user workstations.

match product family
Swivel chairs, 4-leg and cantilever models
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Features

Benefits

Seat mechanism
> “Similar” mechanism with patented quick adjustment feature;
optional seat tilt adjustment (4°)

> Using one hand, you can immediately adjust the mechanism to suit your

weight; the new setting can be felt straight away

Backrest
> Comfortable thick upholstery

> Lean back in comfort – with perfect pressure distribution and excellent

> Fully upholstered backrest with ideal curvature, height adjustable

> The forward curvature for lumbar support can be perfectly adjusted

support
(80 mm); integrated depth-adjustable lumbar support (optional)

guaranteeing individual sitting comfort

Seat
> Anatomically formed with smoothly rounded front edge

> Always a correct sitting posture and a secure support; no unconscious

> Height adjustment with mechanical depth springing

> Full impact absorption of body weight even in the lowest sitting position;

> Seat depth adjustment (60 mm adjustment range), may be reduced by

> Excellent sitting comfort whatever your height

sliding forward; rounded front edge to prevent constriction of blood flow
no jarring of the spinal column
20 mm for shorter individuals or increased by 40 mm for taller individuals
Armrests
> Height adjustable;
3D adjustable (height/depth/width)
Headrest
> Height and depth adjustable

> Optimal forearm support;

helps prevent tension in the shoulder and arm muscles
> For optimal comfort when leaning back and to ease the pressure on the

neck muscles, including in a far-reclined posture

8 match up

Characteristics

match up

match up scores the ultimate match point – in terms of ergonomic
quality, aesthetics, performance and an unbeatable price. Making
it the true all-rounder for every situation: be it high-concentration
work in the back office, heated debates around the team table
or in its classical role as a multi-user office chair.
Thanks to the patented Sedus “Similar” mechanism, every single
adjustment requires little more than the flick of a wrist.
And when the pace of work begins to heat up, you’ll find just the
adjustment you need – e.g., depth-adjustable lumbar support,
adjustable seat depth or head rest.

match up product family
Swivel chairs, 4-leg and cantilever models
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Features

Benefits

Seat mechanism
> “Similar” mechanism (innovative quick adjustment feature);
optional seat tilt adjustment (4°)

> Using one hand, you can immediately adjust the mechanism to suit your

Backrest
> 2 backrest heights; ergonomically shaped (80 mm height adjustment)

weight; the new setting is easy to feel
> Optimal pressure distribution when you lean back;

forward curvature for lumbar support is always in the right position
Seat
> Anatomically shaped

> Always the correct position and secure support; no unconscious sliding

> Height adjustment with mechanical depth springing

> Full absorption of body weight even in the lowest sitting position;

> Depth adjustment (60 mm increase in seat depth)

> Excellent sitting comfort whatever your height

Armrests
> 3D adjustable armrests (height/depth/width)

> Optimal support for the forearms;

forward; rounded front edge to prevent constriction of blood flow
no jarring of the spinal column

helps prevent tenseness in the shoulder and arm muscles

10 yeah!

Characteristics

yeah!

yeah! is a very affordable way to enjoy the Sedus sitting
experience. yeah! combines a no-nonsense, restrained language
of form with the emphasis on eye-catching details, such as the
“framed” backrest.
Ergonomically outstanding, as you would expect from Sedus,
yeah! also has a less expected feature: the innovative quick
adjustment system for adaptation to each user’s weight.
yeah! is easy and safe to operate using one hand, which makes
it the ideal choice for multi-user workstations.

yeah! product family
Swivel chairs, 4-leg and cantilever models
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Features
Seat mechanism
> “Similar” mechanism (opening angle of 32°)
moves in synchronism with your body;
optional seat tilt adjustment (4°)
Backrest
> 2 backrest heights; ergonomically shaped with integrated lumbar support
(100 mm height adjustment)

Benefits
> Maximum freedom of movement and comfort;

natural relief for the muscles/intervertebral discs;
activates the natural metabolic processes
> Optimal pressure distribution when you lean back;

curvature of the lumbar support is always in the right position

Seat
> Anatomically formed with rising hip guide

> Always the correct sitting position and secure support for dynamic sitting;

> Seat height adjustment (patented Sedo-Lift mechanism)

> Durable, wear-free mechanism; full impact absorption of body weight even

> Patented depth adjustment (60 mm increase in seat depth)

> Excellent sitting comfort whatever your height;

no unconscious sliding forward; correct hip posture
in the lowest sitting position; no jarring of the spinal column
seat always correctly positioned in relation to the backrest
Armrests
> 3D adjustable (height/depth/width)

> Optimal support for the forearms;

helps prevent tenseness in the shoulder and arm muscles
Headrest
> Height and depth adjustable, upholstered in real or imitation leather

> For optimal comfort when leaning back and to ease the pressure on the

neck muscles, including in a far-reclined posture

12 early bird

Characteristics

early bird

Can good design put you in a good mood? The welcoming
appearance of early bird provides the answer.
The open, balanced styling reflects its functional qualities –
early bird is technically advanced, mechanically durable and the
product of high-quality craftsmanship. Ergonomically, early bird
offers exceptional comfort for anyone who works a lot sitting
down. What’s more, early bird simplifies the job of furnishing
an office because it comprises a highly functional and goodlooking range for every type of use.

early bird product family
Swivel chairs, 4-leg and cantilever models
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Features
Seat mechanism
> “Similar” mechanism (opening angle of 32°)
moves in synchronism with your body;
optional seat tilt adjustment (4°)

Benefits
> Maximum freedom of movement and comfort;

natural relief for muscles and intervertebral discs;
activates the natural metabolic processes

Backrest
> 2 backrest heights with patented dorsokinetic suspension

> Backrest synchronously follows and supports all backward and sideways

> Backrest with integrated, height-adjustable lumbar support (80 mm)

> Optimal pressure distribution when you lean back;

movements
forward curvature of the lumbar support is always in the right position
Seat
> Anatomically formed with seat hollow and rising hip guide

> Correct sitting posture and secure support at all times;

> Seat height adjustment (patented Sedo-Lift mechanism)

> Durable, wear-free mechanism; full impact absorption of body weight even

> Patented depth adjustment (60 mm adjustment range)

> Excellent sitting comfort whatever your height;

no unconscious sliding forward; correct hip posture
in the lowest sitting position; no jarring of the spinal column
seat always correctly positioned in relation to the backrest
Armrests
> 3D adjustable (height/depth/width)

> Optimal support for the forearms;

helps prevent tension in the shoulder and arm muscles

14 black dot

Characteristics

black dot

black dot has a stimulating effect in every sitting situation.
The dorsokinetic backrest and the new, breathable and
moisture-permeable upholstery provide maximum freedom
of movement and create a real feel-good factor. The design
of black dot is equally outstanding. Its elegant lines, colour
concept and attention to detail give any room its own
individual character – as a stand-alone chair or as a team
comprising swivel chair, 4-leg model and cantilever.
In a word: black dot is a milestone in the new emotional
office culture.

black dot product family
Swivel chairs, 4-leg and cantilever models
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Features
Seat mechanism
> “Similar” mechanism (opening angle of 32°)
moves in synchronism with your body;
optional seat tilt adjustment (4°)
Backrest
> 2 backrest heights; generously dimensioned and with soft upholstery;
additionally, with depth-adjustable lumbar support (40 mm)

Benefits
> Maximum freedom of movement encourages dynamic sitting;

natural relief for muscles and intervertebral discs;
activates the natural metabolic processes
> Enhanced comfort and optimal pressure distribution when you lean back;

lumbar support curvature optimally adjustable for height and depth

Seat
> Anatomically formed with rising hip guide

> Always the correct sitting position and secure support;

> Seat height adjustment (patented Sedo-Lift mechanism)

> Durable, wear-free mechanism; full impact absorption of body weight

> Patented depth adjustment (60 mm increase in seat depth)

> Excellent sitting comfort whatever your height;

no unconscious sliding forward; correct hip posture
even in the lowest sitting position; no jarring of the spinal column
seat always correctly positioned in relation to the backrest
Armrests
> 3D adjustable (height/depth/width)

> Optimal support for the forearms;

helps prevent tenseness in the shoulder and arm muscles
Headrest
> With adjustable height and tilt

> Supports neck muscles when upper body is far reclined, a comfortable

sitting-lying posture is possible

16 mr. charm

Characteristics

mr. charm

mr. charm boasts more than 1 billion variants. Nothing could
better describe its versatility and adaptability, which allow your
every wish to be fulfilled. Apart from its enormous ergonomic
potential, mr. charm is also visually stunning.
Its design is full of character – accentuated by a variety of
striking armrest shapes – making mr. charm a welcome sight in
any surroundings: whether modern or classically elegant, leather
or fabric, back office or front office, or for working at home.

mr. charm product family
Swivel chairs, 4-leg and cantilever models, ottoman
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Features
Seat mechanism
> “Similar” mechanism (opening angle of over 32°)
moves in synchronism with your body;
optional seat tilt adjustment (4°)
Backrest
> Backrest with membrane covering or additional fabric or leather upholstery;
optional height-adjustable lumbar support

Benefits
> Maximum freedom of movement and comfort;

natural relief for the muscles/intervertebral discs;
activates the natural metabolic processes
> Optimal pressure distribution when you lean back;

curvature of the lumbar support is always in the right position

Seat
> Anatomically formed with rising hip guide

> Always the correct sitting position and secure support;

> Seat height adjustment (patented Sedo-Lift mechanism)

> Durable, wear-free mechanism; full impact absorption of body weight

> Patented depth adjustment (60 mm increase in seat depth)

> Excellent sitting comfort whatever your height;

no unconscious sliding forward; correct hip posture
even in the lowest sitting position; no jarring of the spinal column
seat always correctly positioned in relation to the backrest
Armrests
> 3D adjustable (height/depth/width)

> Optimal support for the forearms;

helps prevent tenseness in the shoulder and arm muscles
Headrest
> With adjustable height and tilt

> Supports neck muscles when upper body is far reclined, a comfortable

sitting-lying posture is possible

18 open mind

Characteristics

open mind

open mind embodies the Sedus concept of dynamic sitting –
with no compromises. The eye-catching central feature of open
mind is the integral back frame and backrest support – with
a choice of semi-transparent, breathable membrane covering
or fabric or leather finish.
The striking design of open mind is complemented by its
exemplary ergonomic qualities: the large opening angle
(over 32°) permits maximum freedom of movement and a
comfortable sitting-lying posture for relaxation.

open mind product family
Swivel chairs, cantilever, ottoman
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Features
Seat mechanism
> “Similar” mechanism (opening angle of up to 45°)
moves in complete synchronism with your body;
optional seat tilt adjustment (4°)

Benefits
> Maximum freedom of movement and comfort;

natural relief for muscles and intervertebral discs;
an almost horizontal working posture is possible

Backrest
> Backrest with patented dorsokinetic suspension

> Backrest synchronously follows all rotational, backward and sideways

> Backrest with membrane covering or additional fabric or leather upholstery;

> Optimal pressure distribution when you lean back;

movements with full neck support
optional height-adjustable lumbar support

curvature of the lumbar support is always in the right position

Seat
> Anatomically formed with rising hip guide

> Always the correct sitting position and secure support;

> Seat height adjustment (depth springing)

> Full absorption of body weight even in the lowest sitting position;

no unconscious sliding forward; correct hip posture
no jarring of the spinal column
Armrests
> 3D adjustable (height/depth/width)

> Optimal support for the forearms; helps prevent tenseness in shoulder

and arm muscles
Headrest
> With adjustable height and tilt; leather-covered, soft upholstery

> Supports neck muscles when upper body is far reclined, a comfortable

sitting-lying posture is possible

20 open up

Characteristics

open up

With an opening angle of up to 45°, open up redefines freedom
of movement in the office. Another special ergonomic feature of
open up is the flexible backrest connection – the dorsokinetic
mechanism. It means that the backrest adapts directly to all
your rotational, sideways and backward movements. The large
opening angle permits an almost horizontal working posture –
ideal for relieving strain on the spinal column and for relaxing
(power napping). As unusual as its gracefully slender design is
the integral concept of open up, which includes an ottoman and
also a work assistant.

open up product family
Swivel chairs, partner chairs, cantilever models, work assistant, ottoman
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Features
Seat mechanism
> “Similar-Plus” mechanism with preselectable backrest opening angles
(0°, 11°, 22° or 32°), optional seat tilt adjustment (4°)
> Patented quick adjustment feature of the backrest pressure
> Both the seat and the backrest move synchronously with your body
Backrest
> Backrest with load-bearing support structure and mobile,
flexible upholstery
> Height-adjustable lumbar support (60 mm)
> Fully integrated headrest

Benefits
> Maximum freedom of movement and comfort; natural relief for muscles

and intervertebral discs; activates the natural metabolic processes
> Using one hand, you can adjust the mechanism to suit your weight
> Continuous support of the hip bone area; prevents the “shirt-pulling” effect

> Backrest responds to, though doesn’t control, the backbone movement
> Optimal pressure distribution when you lean back
> Supports neck muscles when upper body is far reclined, a comfortable

sitting-lying posture is possible
Seat
> Comfort pocket, generously and softly upholstered
> Seat height adjustment (patented Sedo-Lift mechanism)

> Always the correct sitting position and secure support

> Depth adjustment (50 mm) with return function

> Sitting comfort for all sizes, seat always well positioned

Armrests
> 3D adjustable (height/depth/width)

> Optimal support for the forearms;

> Durable, wear-free mechanism; full impact absorption of body weight

even in the lowest sitting position; no jarring of the spinal column

helps prevent tension in the shoulder and arm muscles

22 crossline

Characteristics

crossline

crossline stands for a whole new sitting experience. The drive
and centre piece of this swivel chair is the patented “SimilarPlus” mechanism, which ensures exceptionally smooth movements for dynamic sitting. Even the “shirt-pulling” effect is
practically a thing of the past. The backrest provides ideal
support to the hip bone area with its mobile, flexible upholstery,
gently absorbs movements of the spine and always maintains
contact with the back. The controls are intuitive to use, are easy
to reach and feature distinct symbols. That even makes adjusting
the settings fun.

crossline product family
Swivel chairs, partner chairs, cantilevers, 4-leg models
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Features

Benefits

Seat mechanism
> “Similar” mechanism (opening angle of 32°)
moves in synchronism with your body

> Maximum freedom of movement and comfort,

Backrest
> 2 backrest heights with integrated,
elegantly designed lumbar support height adjustment
> With headrest in a choice of fabric or leather coverings

including in a far-reclined posture;
natural relief for muscles and intervertebral discs
> Optimal pressure distribution when you lean back;

curvature of the lumbar support is always in the right position
> Support for the neck muscles when upper body is far reclined;

comfortable sitting-lying posture is possible
Seat
> Luxuriously soft upholstery with fabric or leather covering

> Seat moulds itself to your body’s contours, ensuring excellent long-term

> Seat height adjustment (patented Sedo-Lift mechanism)

> Durable, wear-free mechanism; full impact absorption of body weight

comfort
even in the lowest sitting position; no jarring of the spinal column
Armrests
> Integrated in the backrest section

> Optimal support for the forearms;

helps prevent tenseness in shoulder and arm muscles

24 silent rush

Characteristics

silent rush

Cool composure characterises the design of silent rush.
Exemplary ergonomics and comfort make it a sitting experience.
The organic shell shape in combination with the luxurious
upholstery brings a new feel to the modern office environment:
the comfort of home. The visual elegance of silent rush is
unmistakable, right down to the functional details, such as the
aesthetic lumbar support adjustment on the rear of the swivel
chair. With its feel-good character, silent rush is perfectly at
home in any situation – conference room, business lounge or
foyer.

silent rush product family
Swivel chairs, cantilever
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Features
Seat mechanism
> “Similar Plus” mechanism with pre-selectable backrest opening angle
(four stages: 0°,11°,22° and 32°)
> Patented quick adjustment of backrest pressure

Benefits
> Maximum freedom of movement and comfort; natural relief for muscles

and intervertebral discs; activates the natural metabolic processes
> Using one hand, you can immediately adjust the mechanism to suit

your weight
> Completely synchronous movement of seat and backrest with the

user’s body
Backrest
> Ergonomically shaped backrest with forward curvature for lumbar support
> Integrated headrest with “independent fit technology”

> Full surface contact between chair and back throughout entire range

of movement
> Optimal pressure distribution when you lean back
> When the user leans back, the headrest moves forward gently,

providing active support for the natural position of shoulders and head
Seat
> Anatomically formed seat with seat hollow, hip support and rounded
front edge
> Multi-layered upholstery: moulded foam for support, additional layer
of pressure-distributing cut-foam, wadded lining
> Seat height adjustment (patented Sedo-Lift mechanism)

> Always a correct sitting posture and a secure support;

no unconscious sliding forward; correct hip posture
> Initial impression – soft; seat moulds itself to your body’s contours,

ensuring excellent comfort during extended sitting periods
> Durable, wear-free mechanism; full impact absorption of body weight

even in the lowest sitting position; no jarring of the spinal column
Armrests
> Integrated armrests

> Optimal forearm support;

helps prevent tension in the shoulder and arm muscles
Panel finishes
> Attractive panels on backrests and armrests;
available in leather, paint, wood veneer or Corian®

26 of course

> Look may be tailored to individual requirements;

creating perfect coordination with your office environment

Characteristics

of course

of course is a winner – just like its owner. It embodies the
ultimate in swivel chair design technology. The ever-increasing
importance of correct sitting in the Sedus philosophy is reflected
by its innovative “independent fit technology”.
Moreover, of course is a true feast for the senses – whether you
focus on the details or on the chair as a whole. The material
processing, control and adjustment elements, and the panels in
fine veneer, high-gloss varnish or even Corian® emphasise the
design’s aesthetic balance – for true appeal.

of course product family
Executive swivel chair, conference swivel chair
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Features

Benefits

Seat mechanism
> “Similar” mechanism (opening angle of 32°)
moves in complete synchronism with your body

> Maximum freedom of movement and comfort,

Backrest
> 2 backrest heights with integrated,
lumbar support height and depth adjustment

> Optimal pressure distribution when you lean back;

Seat
> Soft upholstery with multi-layer design,
made of foam and cushioning nonwoven; 2 different sizes
> Seat height adjustment (patented Sedo-Lift mechanism)

including in a far-reclined posture;
natural relief for muscles/and intervertebral discs

curvature of the lumbar support optimally adjustable for height and depth
> Seat moulds itself to your body’s contours, ensuring excellent long-term

comfort
> Durable, wear-free mechanism; full impact absorption of body weight

even in the lowest sitting position; no jarring of the spinal column
Armrests
> Controls for lumbar support adjustment integrated in the armrests

> Scarcely visible; intuitively correct gripping and operation of the lumbar

support adjustment
Headrest
> Height-adjustable headrest, leather-covered and soft upholstery

> Supports neck muscles when upper body is far reclined, a comfortable

sitting-lying posture is possible

28 my way

Characteristics

my way

my way is the decision to part with convention.
Its extravagant form makes it the number one choice for
every situation where personality, leadership and sending
a message matter.
The hidden virtues of my way are no less impressive.
Luxurious upholstery, first-class attention to detail and
high-quality materials make this chair not only visually
stunning, but also an ergonomic and functional pleasure.
A pleasure that its owner can share in style with others:
my way comes as a swivel chair and as a conference
swivel chair.

my way product family
Swivel chair, conference swivel chair
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Features
Seat mechanism
> “Similar” mechanism (32° opening angle)
moves in synchronism with your body;
optional seat tilt adjustment (4°)
Backrest
> Generously proportioned, well-upholstered backrest;
all-round frame made of PUR protects the upholstery from wear
> Backrest with integrated height and depth-adjustable Schukra

Benefits
> Maximum freedom of movement and comfort;

natural relief for muscles/vertebrae;
activates the natural metabolic processes
> Suitable for individuals weighing up to 200 kg, even during 24 h shift

operation; perfectly integrated control elements make it extremely easy
to find the ideal setting for the user’s height and weight intuitively
> Optimal pressure distribution when you lean back

lumbar support
Seat
> Anatomically formed with seat hollow and rising hip guide

> Always a correct sitting posture and a secure support for dynamic sitting;

> Seat height adjustment (patented Sedo-Lift mechanism)

> Durable, wear-free mechanism; full impact absorption of body weight even

> Patented depth adjustment (60 mm adjustment range)

> Excellent sitting comfort whatever your height;

> Thickly upholstered seat cushion with all-round edge protection

> For durability and extreme continuous loading, as is customary in 24 h

no unconscious sliding forward; correct hip posture
in the lowest sitting position; no jarring of the spinal column
seat always correctly positioned in relation to the backrest
shift operation
Armrests
> Robust armrests, 3D adjustable, lockable in every position

> Optimal forearm support;

helps prevent tension in the shoulder and arm muscles
Headrest
> Functional headrest

> For optimal comfort when leaning back and to ease the pressure on the

neck muscles, including in a far-reclined posture

30 mr. 24

Characteristics

mr. 24

Nothing gets the better of mr. 24 – not even a body weight of
200 kg. The chair has been designed for the most extreme round
the clock continuous loading conditions typical of 3-shift 24 h
operation, e.g., in control and monitoring rooms.
Ergonomics, material quality, mechanical durability, sitting
comfort: all factors comply with the highest quality standards.
This makes mr. 24 a true safety factor for such workstations.

mr. 24 product family
Swivel chair
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